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RESUMEN / ABSTRACT: 
 
Este capítulo analiza el carácter distintivo de los proyectos culturales y los patrones 
institucionales de la construcción de la modernidad en las sociedades latinoamericanas, 
toda vez que ambas dimensiones nutren el aporte central de Shmuel Noah Eisenstadt 
para elaborar el concepto de múltiples modernidades. Siguiendo la propuesta de este 
autor, las Américas fueron el primer caso histórico de múltiples modernidades que 
refutaron los supuestos hegemónicos y homogeneizantes del programa occidental de la 
modernidad. En el trabajo se exploran y destacan categorías sociológicas básicas y la 
dinámica histórica social como los dos ejes que permiten analizar de un renovado modo 
la modernidad latinoamericana. De este modo, los binomios jerarquía-inclusión; tradición 
y modernidad; élites y procesos representativos permiten analizar las transformaciones 
en un contexto regional y transnacional. Así, en este capítulo y por medio del binomio 
identidades colectivas/espacio público se analizan los modos como en América Latina 
operaron los procesos de inclusión y exclusión y de construcción de límites de 
membresías a lo largo de tensiones, conflictos y contradicciones. 
 
This chapter examines the distinctive nature of cultural projects and institutional patterns 
that have built modernity in Latin American societies, as both dimensions nourish Shmuel 
Noah Eisenstadt’s key input to the development of the concept of multiple modernities. 
According to Eisenstadt, the Americas represent the first historical case of multiple 
modernities having contested the hegemonic and homogenizing assumptions of the 
Western modernity project. This paper highlights the basic sociological categories and 
social historical dynamics as two focal points from which Latin American modernity can 
be reconsidered from an all new perspective. Thus, by means of the dyads 
hierarchy/inclusion; tradition/ modernity; elites/ representative processes, 
transformations in a regional and transnational context can be analyzed. Through the 
collective identities/public space dyad, this chapter examines how in Latin America the 
processes of inclusion and exclusion have developed, as well as the boundaries of 
belonging along tensions, conflicts and contradictions. 
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nrigins of modernity but also in the continual expansión and reinterpretation
01' modernities. These movements and regirnes constitute part of a set 01' much
wider developments that have been taking place throughout the world, in
Muslim, Indian und Buddhíst societies, seemingly continuing - yet in a rnark-
edly transformad way - the contestations berween different earlier reformist
and traditionul rcligious movements that developed throughout non-Western
societies. At the sarne time, these movements constitute transformation 01'
many of the earlier criticisms of modernity that developed in the West. In
these movements, the basic tensions inherent in the modern program _
especially those between the pluralistic and totalistic tenclencies, between
utopian or more open and pragmatic attitudes, between multifaceted as
opposed to closed identities, between some collective distinctive and univer-
sal reason - are played out more in terms of their own traditions grounded in
theirrespective Axial religions, ratherthan in those ofEuropean Enlightenment,
although they are greatly intluenced by the latter and especíally by the partici-
patory and, indeed, Jacobin traditions 01' the Great revolutions.

Within all these movements the aggressive ami destructive potentialities _
manifest in very strong, aggressive and exclusivist tendencíes and orientations
- in the designation or naming 01' groups as the 'enemy', often to be excluded
from the respective collectivities, even their dehumanization, in strong anti-
rational orientations and symbolism, and in the concomitant tendencies to
the sanctificatíon 01" violence, have become dosely interwoven with the pro-
cesses of dislocation, 01" contestation between interpretations 01" modernity
and with geopolitical struggles, ultimately making them more dangerous.!'

II 'The lranian lslamic Rcvolution (1978-1979): The Multiple Contexts of rhc Iranian
Hcvolution' was puhlished in the joumal Pcrspective 01/ Global Development al/el
Technology (1'(; In): 6 1-3 (2007) 129-157.

CHArTEH !J

Thinking Multiple Modemities from Latin
America's Perspective: Complexity, Periphery
and Diversity

judit Bokser Liwerant

Recent decades have seen the development of complex systems of interrela-
tions simultaneously affecting the global, regional, national and local levels
and enhancing the expansion, intensification, and acceleration of interactlons
in an increasingly mobíle world. In this context emerge new conceptual
challenges associated to the multifaceted and multidimensional character of
globalization processes. Multifaceted, insofar as they bring together increas-
ingly interdependent econornic, political and cultural aspects; rnultidimen-
síonal, because they are expressed both in transnational networks of interac-
tion between institutions and agents, and in processes of organizational.
institutional, strategic and cultural convergence, alignment and standardíza-
tion. Globalization processes are also contradictory: they can be intentional
and ref1exive and simultaneously unintentional at the international as well as
a regional. national, or local scope.

While Latin America today has been directly impacted by the contradictory
nature of these globalization processes (facing both new horizons of opportu-
nity and sectorial inequaliry), historically. this region has been globally consti-
tuted and incorporated into the world configuration by an extension of the
European experience of the Americas. Nevertheless, the latter became neither
"fragments 01" Europe" (Hartz), nor replicas of each other, but civilizations and
societies in their own right and thus the earliest case of Multiple Modernities.
as conceived by S.N. Eísenstadt, He rightly sustained that the Americas 1'01-
lowed distinctive institutional patterns and cultural projects in order to enter
and/or create Modernity.

Eisenstadt's approach certainly challenges a view of globalization processes
as uniform and unchanging as well as the "homogenizing and hegemonic
assumptions" 01' the Western program of Modernity. While retaining a global
scope, it emphasizes the contradictory. contingent and even antinomian char-
acter both 01' Modernity and Modernization. Eisenstadt's understanding and
explanation of Latin América in terms of Multiple Modernities constitutes a
watershed both for its contribution to the theoretical, conceptual and rnethod-
ological dimensions of research and the meta-theoretical implication related
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to the recognition 01' the complexity ernbedded in its peripheral condition,
while recognizing diversity and heterogeneity.

Whereas the Western program of Modernity constituted a crucial and
critical referent for Latin American societies, they developed distinctly
modern singular models and paths related to their cultural prerníses, tra-
ditions and historical experiences. Sustained global dynamics developed
through a peripheral connection to external centres that provided the
parameters of institutional creation and conceptions of nation building.
Their being part of the West but simultaneously differing from it led Latín
American cultures to a global immersion and a global awareness (Eisenstadt
zoozb: Honiger znoz ).

Eisenstadt conceived Modernity as an inherently contradictory and contin-
gent series 01'open-ended processes. He explicitly set up the Multiple Moder-
nities scenario in contrast to other meta-narratives of the post Cold War era,
such as Huntington's 'Clash of Civilizations' theory or Fukuyarna's 'End 01'
History' thesis (Thomassen ZOIO).This view represents a meaningful step for-
ward in the sense that it constitutes a critical retlection upon the profound
tensions, contradictions and paradoxes arising from the emergence 01'globally
interconnected realities (Susen & Turner 201I; Spohn 201I; Preyer, ZOI3).

Multiple pathways ofsocial transformations at the local or national, regional
and global levels call upon an understanding 01' continuity. variability, and
changeability in the region and abroad, concerning both new institutional
desígns and cultural models:

The notion 01' Multiple Modernities denotes a certain view 01' the con-
temporary worlcl- of the history and defining characteristics of the mod-
ern era - that goes against the views prevalent in scholarly and general
discourses. It stands against the view of the "classical" theories of rnod-
ernization and of the convergence 01' industrial societies prevalent in the
1950S and certainly against the c1assical sociological analyses 01' Marx,
Durkheim and even (to a large extent) Weber; at least in one reading 01'
his work. They all assurned, if only implicitly, that the cultural program 01'
modemity as it developed in modern Europe, together with the baste
institutional constellations that evolved in its wake, would ultimately
predominate in all moclernizing ancl modem societies; ancl with the
expansion 01' modernity, they would prevail throughout the world.

EISENSTAOT 2002R: 1,2004; PREYER 2010

Moreover, the idea 01"Multiple Modernities suggests that the best way to
understand contemporary society - and certainly to explain the historical
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development 01'modernity - is to see it as a story 01'continual constitution and
reconstitution of a multiplicity of cultural programs (Eisenstaclt 2000C).

Thus, this approach revisits the studies of modernization ami its alleged
assumption that its cultural dimensions are inherently and necessarily inter-
woven with the structural ones. The actual unfolding indicated that the vari-
ous modern autonomous institutional arenas, Le. the economic, political,
educational or family spheres, are detined ancl regulated and come together in
different ways in different societies and in different periods al" their develop-
ment (Eisenstadt 200ob). The processes of building modern institutions and
cultural projects in Latin America, following colonization and the Europeans'
encounter with natíve peoples and civilizations, highlight the constitution 01'
societies that díffered from those of the metropolis; new civilizations, varying
modernitíes, multiple ones. Thus, in uníque ways, migration processes from
Europe to the region c1efined Latin Arneríca's contestecl and ambivalent re la-
tions with an outside Western referent.

The cultural program 01" modernity. which entailed 'promissory notes' to
redefine the meaning of human agency and its role in building social and
polítical orders acted permanently as a critical orientation vis-n-vis the
centre(s) (Eisenstadt zooob: Wittrock 20(0). Its principies of freedorn,
equality ami individual autonomy as a substratum for association and corn-
munity belonging; reflexivity as the basis for tolerance and pluralism ami
the centrality of public spaces for citizenship building confronted Latin
Americans with radical challenges as well as common and distinctive ways
01' becoming moderno

Alternative Westem centres acted as a project to follow and to contest.
Shifting centres and global foci of iclentity: Spain ancl Portugal in the founda-
tional encounter defined by asymmetry; France and England, later, as the
imperial balance of power changed; the Unitecl States, ancl the still current ten-
sions and ambivalences.

While its hístorical development highlights diverse phases, contemporary
regional and globalized constellations recover and redefine Latin American
Modernities.lnstitutional arrangementsas well as national and regional spaces
and borders are modífied, new transnational interactions ancl realms take
shape. Belongings and allegiances change ancl processes of reconfiguration 01'
collective identities point to new forms ancl tempos of interplay between
ethno-national components of identities and new identification networks and
f1ows. Certainly. collective iclentities overlap with strong processes 01"individu-
alization, shedcling new Iight on the changing faces of culture ancl the new role
of tradition. Processes that lead to increased complexity and functional dif-
ferentiation are displayecl simultaneously with traditional social forrnations,
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thus calling for a new gaze into the indeterminate binomial modernizalion/
dilferentiation.

Eísenstadt's manifold formulations and his multiple conceptual insights
opened new analytical roads to explain and understand the compound 01' tra-
jectories and experiences that defined the parameters of Latín American rnul-
tiple modernities. This article explores the analytical potentialitles 01' this
approach, in a conceptual-díachroníc perspective that follows the unique
transition of the region from a founding global immersion to a new insertinn
in an increased globalized and interconnected world. To achieve this aím, it
deals primarily with the defining conceptual and historical parameters 01' the
first multiple modernities, while in the second part it focuses on the current
transformations unleashed by globalization processes. Changing scenarios of
complexity, periphery and diversity accompanied these different mornents
and are explored through the lenses 01' this theoretical approach.

Heferring to Eísenstadt's place and contribution to social thought. Edward
Tiryakian asked:

How does one pay homage to a world-class scholar, key contributor to the
studies of social change, modernization and civilizational analysis, recip-
ient 01' the most prestígíous prizes a sociologist can obtain, and with an
eíghry-rwo page list 01' publications ranging far and wide in space and
time?

His answer clraws on a metaphor as a heuristic clevice, Homer's Odyssey -
Eisenstadt's odyssey as "the exploration of moderníty" (Tiryakian ZOl1). He sug-
gests that this intellectual and existentíal voyage was undertaken for borh
universalistic ancl particularistic reasons and reached diverse shores, which, in
turn, projected into the complex map of roacls and venues, therefore question-
ing the existence of one station of arrival. While Eisenstadt's exploratory voy-
age refers mainly to his European and Israelí jewish experiences, the long trip
brought him to the Americas - Latin America included - a continent defined
as the first Multiple Moclernities. His sociological work and his intellectual
career are marked by the radical shift in the context 01' socíologícal theory,
from the cornparatíve analysís of institutions to the research program 01' corn-
parative civilizations (Eisenstadt 1995a: 1-40, zooga: l-z8; Preyer ZOl1: 1:;-57).
This new approach contributecl to Eisenstadt's critique of the classical theory

MULTII'LE MOIJEHNITIES FIIOM LATIN AMEHICA'S I'EIISPECTIVE IRI

01' modernization, which eventually led to the research program 01' multiple
moclernities - a viewpoint that radically changed the prevailing conceptual
and methodological formulations. The Jewish civilization and the Israeli chal-
lenge 01' building a modern society differentially - in a culture in which tra-
dition had a central role - conditioned the valorization 01' periphery ami
variability. Bringing together the diverse lines of thought, Spohn affirrned
"Eisenstadt was a hístorícal-cornparattve sociologist of global modernity, out
from a peripheral and heterodox point of view" (ZOl1: z8z). In this framework,
Latín America becarne a meaningful referent at a very early stage in his trajec-
tory and also beca me a subset model related to diverse dimensions 01' his work
(Eísenstadt Z()O(), ZO(90).

His successive and sustained approach to the continent may be traced back
to his participation in the UN ESCO Hegional Conference on Culturallntegration
of Immigrants held in La Habana in 1956, and in the Seminar on Economic
Development, Secularization and Political Evolution, organized by 1 [) ES in
Buenos Aires in 196:-\,and up to his appointment as Principal Researcher on
Agricultural Development and Modernization in Latin Arnerica, UN ESeO,

1968-1970. He taught at the Universidad Central de Venezuela and at the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México and conducted seminars in this
field in Israel, both at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and at the Van Leer
Institute. The seminars dealt with Spanish Colonial America as well as with
topics that oriented the research on Latín America, such as collective iden-
tities, publíc sphere, elites ami social movements. He underscored Latin
America's singularity regarding the relative weakness 01' primordial criteria in
the def nition 01' collective identities, a much weaker cornbination 01' territo-
rial, historical and linguistic elements as components 01' collective iclentity ami
the tensions entailed in the clislocation of sectors ancl collectivities excludecl
form the public sphere.

Incleed, the region ami its specíficitíes acquired a relevant place in the
Research I'rojects on Multiple Modernities. He partícípated in diverse initia-
tives on the region, which resulted in the publication of írnportant collective
work. Exernplary were Constructinq Collective ldentities and Shapinq Public
Sphcres. Laiin American Paihs, editecl by Luis Roniger and Mario Sznajder in
1998; Glohality and Multiple ldentities. Comparative North American and Latin
American Perspectives, edited by Luis Honiger and Carlos Waisman in zonzo In
this line, Sh!ftin,q Fronticrs ojCitizenship: the Latin American Experience (ZOl:-\),

edited by Sznajder, Honiger and Forment has Eisenstadt' posthumous work in
the area. It carne out 01' a research project that took place at the Institute 01'
Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University ofJerusalem in which the author
of this article partícípated.
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Eisenstadt's work and his studies on rnodernization and their conceptual
and methodological interactions with social categories are part 01'an ongoing
dialogue/debate with theoretical currents and sociological approaches that
prevailed in Latin America (Torres 2010). His global scope and distance frorn a
structural-functíonai conception of social processes líes behind the inclusion
01"individual and collective agency ami the conception 01' modernity as a
medíated and historically contingent process. (Spohn zou: Tiryakian 1995).
Therefore, he developed a comprehensive conceptual and methodological dis-
tinction between the components of the structural dírnensíons 01'modernity
and between them and the cultural ones, as well as the synchronic and día-
chronic analyses 01"different societies ami of different phases of development
within the same society.

Contrary to the presupposition 01' classical evolutionary and structural
functional sociology. Eisenstadt considered that different dimensions 01"struc-
tural differentiation and disernbedrnent of cultural orientations do not always
go together (Eisenstadt 1965C;Preyer 2009.2(10) There is no necessary correla-
tion between any degree or type 01' structural dilferentiation. 01'development
of autonomous institutional arenas and specific types of modern institutional
formations. Such different forrnutíons may develop in societies with relatively
similar levels 01' dífferentíatíon and, conversely. similar frameworks may
develop in societies with dífferent levels 01"differentíatíon 01'the developrnent
of autonornous institutional arenas. Approaching Eisenstadt, Preyer has
underscored that, on the structural level, the major process of such 'decou-
plíng' has been that of structural differentíatíon: the crystallization 01'specífic
distinct roles. On the symbolíc level, the process 01'such decoupling is maní-
fest above all in the disembedrnent 01' the major cultural orientations from
one another. Such decoupling can be seen in the transition from immanent to
transcendental orientatíons, or in the structuring 01"collectivities and models
01'legitimation or regimes, from primordial to civil and transcendental ones
(Cf Figure 1).

Eísenstadt explains the notion 01'multiple modernities with the different
constellations hetween agency (creativity) and structure and between culture
and social-structure, as well as the role of elites and their coalitions within the
expansion 01'the cultural visions in the socio-structural evolution. The cornpo-
nents are not ontological entities, but they are essentially interconnected by
the semantic map (Eisenstadt 1995g:297-300; Preyer zou: 78-90). In this con-
texto the Axial Age cívilizations concept (Jaspers) was determinant because it
implied new ontological metaphysical conceptions of a transcendental and
mundane order, which were basic to further transformations and thus consti-
tute a major break that precedes and explains modernity.
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Particularly useful for the comprehension of Latin Americas modernities were,
as stated, the necessity to distinguish analytically between the structural and
the cultural dimensions of modernities; the conception of modernities in
terms of discontinuity. breakdowns, disjunctures, tensions and contradictions;
tradition as a creative and integral element of the evolving civilization of
modernity and the particularity conceptions of collective identities and the
public sphere (Eisenstadt 2013a.20!3b).

These diverse dimensions may be traced to the complex encounters between
worlds as epitomized by the simultaneous referent ofModernity - the existing.
the European one(s) (in plural) and the ideal to be built in the new ecological
realities of the territories and the native populations. Eisenstadt acutely dif..
ferentiated the central axes around which two broad patterns crystallized in
Europe: "those 01'hierarchy-equality and of relatively pluralistic "ex-parte" as
against homogeneous "ex-toro" conception of the social orders" (Eisenstadt
2002a: io). While in Protestant Europe these pattems were shaped through at
least the partial incorporation of heterodox groups into the centre. which
implied the inclusion of elements 01' equality in the religious ami political
spheres, in Counter-Reformation Catholic Europe - Spain and Portugal in
particular - heterodox groups were excluded and the regimes were based
"on a fundamental denial of the validity of heterodox teachings on a growing
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monopolization 01' the promulgation 01' the baste cultural premises by
Church and State, along with a closely related strong ernphasís on hierarchy"
(Eísenstadt 2002C: 11).Thereafter, both the encounters and the changing rnod-
els 01' cultural ami social order as well as conquerors and settlers were influ-
enced by the way in which the tension between equality and hierarchy or
autonomous and controlled access to the adrninistrative and rnarket centres as
developed in Europe, were transformed.

Thus, in Latín America, hierarchy was emphasizecl to a much greater extent
than in Spaín ami Portugal; so were other patterns of exclusion (and inclu-
sion). Through an in depth analytical insight, Eisenstadt followed the changing
spectrum 01' the encounters between referents and agents of the new spaces,
cliscovering the way in which they cleterrnined the diverse clevelopment 01' the
different societies, "in particular the pattems of formation and transformatíon
of the criteria 01"membership into, and exclusion frorn, the national communi-
ties; changes in the patterns or class and ethnic stratification; ancl changes in
the patterns of social and political inclusion and exclusión" (Eisenstaclt 2002C:
12, 2013b). Figure 2 presents central trends and specific characteristics of the
multiple modernities as were shaped and unleashecl in Latin American.

There were certainly profound tensions between the external centres of ref-
erence and the inner composition of the populations. The clual clilemmatic
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referents actecl as oscillating pararneters at the level of the people/elites bíno-
rnial as well as ut the challenges derived from nation building (Eisenstadt
2002a; Roniger 2002). The analysis of Latin American modernities followed
clistinct sub-levels or climensions of analysís both in the realm of institutions
and in that of symbolic cocles and orientations; each level reaching a degree of
autonomy. Thus, as may be seen in Figure 3, Susen ancl Turner unclerscore the
hermeneutically ínforrned ami comparatively orientated mocle of social analy-
sis that accounts for diverse aspects underlying human forrns of coexistence:
the universal and the particular; the conceptual and the empirical; the sym-
bolic and the material; the ephemeral ancl the institutional; the contingent and
the necessary; the upen and the c1osed. Eisenstadt studíed modernity as a hís-
torical conglomerate of large-scale generative structures expressed in the uni-
versality of civilizutional achievements and in the particularity 01" collectively
sustainecl boundaries.

Latin American societies institutionalizecl new visions or the social ancl
political order through their peripheral connection to externa] centres of reli-
gious, cultural, icleological and politicul-administrative articulation. Roniger
(2002: 79) has rightly definecl it as global immersion: from their very inception
they were connected to external centres ancl global focí of identity. However,
this original link díd not nourish the self-perception of becoming autonomous
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centres 01' modernity, but was permeated and often associated with the ulte-
rior search for alternative moclernities; thus, such 'external' and even ambívn.
lent reference points remained crucial. European premises, social cultural
orientations and institutional patterns that were transplantecl ancl transforrm-]
díffered along the cliverse societies of the continent.

Indeed, Latin América is not an undífferentiated unity. It is one contineru
with diverse societies. Brauclel referred in plural to the region in Les Annales:: A
travers les Amériques Latines? emphasizing the cliverse nature of the different
countries and cultures that make up the region. This diversity, which corn-
prises econorníc, politícal, and historical dimensions, míght best be under-
stoocl through the ethno-cultural differentíatíon as a fertile resource to study
the civilizational processes. Eisenstadt recreated García Ribeíro's typologies:
Indoamerica ami Euroamerica. Significant dífferences exist between Indo-
american countries - Peru, Mexico, Ecuador and Bolivia, among others: with
highly híerarchícal compositions that inelude Indian lower elasses, mestizo
midclle classes and Spanish and mestizo elites: and Euroamerican countries
such as Argentina and Uruguay, which attracted immigration; homogenous
mestizo Chile and Colombia; multiracial Brazil, Cuba and the Caribbean úreas.

Grand trencls and specific historical context explain the way these collective
iclentities unfold in different institutional arenas - territorial, communal or
religious - in various polítical-ecologícal settings - local, regional, national -
and in a global context wherein they interact, intersect, and overlap and their
components become re-linked (Eisenstadt 1998b). Modernity entailed a dis-
tinctive mode of constructing boundaries. New definitions evolve from the
basic components or dimensions 01' collective identities - civil, primordial and
universalistic, transcendental or sacred. Analyzing the connections between
polítical boundaries and cultural collectivities, Latin Arnerícans experiencecl
in singular modes the tensions cleriveclfrom the particular-territorial boundar-
ies and the more universal ones. Both referents elaimed their part and inter-
acted in contradictory ways. Thus:

Latin Arnerícan's hierarchical ethos was based on a combination 01' total-
istic, hierarchical principies with strong tendencies toward what may
be callecl topological as opposed to purely linear ways 01' constructing
social space. Consequently, there arose a strong inelination to overlap
between such spaces to blur the boundaries between thern, and to prefer
relational rather than formal-legal definitions of the social nexus. For-
mal-legal definttions were embedded in interpersonal relations; for-
mal relations were disembedded from citizenship. Between the formal
and informal detinitions, between the relational hierarchical criteria

MULTII'LE MOUEHNITIES FHOM LATIN AMEHICA'S I'EHSI'ECTIVE lR7

and the egalitarian and individualistic ones, íormally espoused in the
constitutions and the legal systerns, there existed a continuous unre-
solved tension, sometimes evolving into a disjunction between the for-
mal underpinnings und practica! ground rules 01' society.

EISENSTADT 2002C: zo

Tensions and disjunctures were the basis for a rich and complex analytical per-
spective in with explanatory strength.

As stated, he further considered that:

one 01' the most important dtfferences, which distinguish the American
civilizations from both European ano the Asían societies was the relative
weakness 01' primordial criteria in the detinition 01' their collective ídentí-
ties and the malleability of collective identities in the region.

EISENSTADT 2002C: 20

Another hístorical pattern he considered crucial was the protagonic role
assumed by the state in "defining citizenship and establishing ground rules for
participation in public spheres and access lo institutional resources and recog-
nition." Therelore, the centrality 01' institutional processes 01' domination,
struggle ami contestation, compromises and consensus íorrnatíon were hígh-
lighteo as basic to the construction 01' collective identities.

On the relation between nationalism, ethnicity and modernity there has
been an ongoing discussion. I3rubaker recognizes the contribution 01' Multiple
Modernities literature but questions its criticism 01' modernization theorists
that:

[A]re said to have dismissed ethnicity (along with religion) as a vestigial
private matter, 01' no public signihcance; to have treated nationalism as
axiomatically civic, secular, and inclusive; and to have vastly overernpha-
sized the power 01' the nation-state to bind loyalties ano generate attrac-
tive ano inclusive national identities. (2011:1).

He considers that nationalism ano politicized ethnicity are characteristícally
modern phenornena, "as manifestations 01' modernity as a singular historical
phenomenon, though one that is dynamically changing ano, 01' course, subject
to chronic contestation" (ZOII: 5)·1

1 For the discussion: Cf. Schmidt (2006; 2010) and Fourie (2012).
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Eisenstadt daimed a dynamic analysis that challenged a sta tic view 01' peo-
pIe and culture based on an ethno-e!emographic composition. The historie and
anthropologícal criteria of Merquior and Da Matta exernplífy his thesis abouj
relative shifts in borders and the possibility of incorporating or reintegrating
ie!entities such as the ine!igenous one, besides the dorninant Catholicisrn and
refer local identity towards the centre (Eísenstadt 1992C), while recognizing,
based on Roniger's statement, great inequalities in the distribution and
the control of resources (Eísenstadt 1993). In this overall frarnework, mestizaje-
miscegenation "beca me a pervasive concern and a metaphor, often con-
structed, suspected or experienced as part of the collective image 01' many 01'
these societies in tandem with religious syncretism and hybrid structures"
(Roníger 20(2). As properly asserted, it has not been seen as more than a racial
matter; it directly concerns behaviour, institutions and polítlcal actors (Bokser
Liwerant 2(13).

WaLking the ScaLe:A ConceptuaL and Historicaljoumey
through Mexico

Following Eisenstadt's conception 01' Latin American collective identities, mes-
tizaje has been seen mostly along its inclusive dimension. It has been con-
ceived as a resource for national integration, as a material and symbolic tool to
bring together Iberoamericanism and universalism and thus its unitying goal
has been recognized and underscored as epitomized hy Vasconcelos' "cosrnic
race" (Honiger 20(2). However, in spite of its aim to overcome inner ethnic and
social divides, this construct carried inner contradictions as it developed a par-
allel discriminatory dimension, which dífferentiated the legitimacy of the
national actors in the public sphere. Collective identities' interaction with the
public sphere's contours entails social practices, recognition and representa-
tian. In the publíc sphere converge dernands for visibility and legitimacy, as
well as interactions between agency and structure. National thought defines
the collective self-image and the conceptual margins of the Other. The nation
dísplays its conceptian of memhership alang ethnicity/civility dimensions.é

2 Eisenstadt referred lo three main codes in the process construction of collective identity:
primordiality. civility, and sacredncss or transcendencc. The primordial code focuscs on such
components as gender and gcneration, kinship, territory, language and race forconstructing
and reinforcing the boundary between inside and outside. The sccond, the civic codeo is con-
structed on thc basis of familiarity with implicit and explicit rules of conducto traditions, and
social routines that define and demarcate the boundary of thc collectivity. The third code -
the sacral or transcendent - links thc constitutcd boundary betwccn us and them not to
natural conditions but to a particular rclation of the collectivity subject to the rcalm of the
sacrcd and the sublime. be it defined as God or reason. progress or rationality.
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The specific dynarnícs 01' mestizaje in Mexico reveals the cornplex way in
which rnernbershíp criteria and conditions for collective action were defined
given the interdependence between ethnicity, national belonging and the
State's political project. The real and symbolic meaning 01' its founding aim
expressed the nation's ethnic and polítícal dimensions. While it called for an
ethnic-socio-cultural encounter between its indigenous and the Hispanic-
Christian cornponents, its primordiahst Ieatures had limiting effects on the
social construction 01' diversity. Thus, not every group and culture was a
foundational layer of the nation, or was perceived as such (Bokser Liwerant
2008; 2OJ3).

The inner tension between inclusion and exclusion may he traced back to
the dilemmatic construction 01' the Other (indigenous, foreigners) that
uccompanied the intellectual Criollo who, on the one hand, in his quest for
autonomy from Spain identified with the indigenous population, but, on the
other hand, rernained reluctant to lose his ancestors' privileges (Brading 1973;
Vi lloro 1986). The criollo faced this dilemma through successive reformula-
tions 01' the national project: indiqenismo was articulated as a native daim
and, thus, benefited precisely from the new socio-ethnic category: the mes-
tizo. At the same time, the latter becarne the rising political actor in the
national scene. Paradoxícally, its author-producer, the criollo, was disqualífied
as a foreígner,

The cornplex relatíonship between liberalism and the political national
project, manifest in the latter hall' of the nineteenth century, resulted from
their divergent ideological and political premises. Liberalism sought to found
the nation based on a rupture with its colonial and indigenous past and, there-
1'0re, the conceived Other acquíred a new meaning. The debates on religious
freedom in Mexico reflected the premises 01' liberal thought on tolerance as an
incentive to promote European immigration (Hale 1972). By laying the grounds
for Republican institutionalization, Positivisrn subsequently enhanced exist-
ing difficulties to relate to the 'Other'. The unfulfilled efforts 01' Porfirio Diaz's
regime to attract European immigration lo Mexico reinforced socio-ethnical
splits in the public sphere (González Navarro 1988: 565-583).

The Mexican Hevolution was preceded by the search for the Mexican self as
a requisite in the construction of the new political and social order. Frornjusto
Sierra to Molina Enriquez, from Antonio Caso to josé Vasconcelos, the 'we' was
configured in terms of ethnicity and race. The mestizo becarne the ernblematic
protagonist of the national endeavour. He who had "the unity of orígín, the
unity of relíglon, the unity of type, the unity 01' language, and the unity of
desires, purposes, anel aspirations" was requíred to build the new cohesive
national and socio-political order (Molina Enríquez Ig8;)). The revolutionary
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critique 01' Porfirismo repudiated in cornplex ways both the persistence 01"
indigenous people (social inequalities sanctioned by ethnicity) and 01' fiJreign-
ers, as u privileged group (Cabrera 19(0). The ethnic and socioeconomic
dirnensions overlapped with Iur reaching restrictive irnplications. As the
Mexican Hevolution prioritized social over individual rights, the legitimacy 01"
the new regime rested de Iacto on its ability to fulfill its social justice programo
The disjunctures berween the legal und factual behaviours were further rein-
forced. The recovery, discovery and creation 01' the meaning of the national
stood at the centre of a 'mysticisrn' called "the crux 01' conternporary Mexican
nationalisrn" (Cline 1972: 89-90). Therefore, the dynamics behind the aspira-
tions for universalisrn and inclusiveness 01' the mestizaje project rnet lirnits
that require a better understanding 01' the cornplexity, inner tensions and con-
tradictions involved in the construction of modernity.

The basic prerníses 01" political order intluenced the political dynarnícs,
especially the developrnent 01" non-hegemonic mudes 01' social and political
order and modes of resistance, which conditioned the struggle over the definí-
tion 01" public spheres as well as ways 01" incorporation 01" dífferent groups into
the politícal body.

Discontinuities and disjunctures along structural and cultural disernbedd-
ment seern to rnark the process 01" the making and un-making of a t1uid and
heterogeneous modernity (Brunner 1987). Multiple practices 01" moderniza-
tion thus conditioned un ambiguous logic 01" institutionalization. Seen frorn
one side, wíde social realrns are churacterízed by signs 01" I"ragility and absences
while simultaneously the State strived for and achieved a strong homogenizing
presence. Political instability, authoritarian regirnes and democratic break-
downs in Latín Arneríca certainly expressed and shaped the disjuncture
between economic developrnent and social cohesion (Tiryakian 2011).

Tensions and disjunctures are basic conceptual tools to approach cornplex-
ity: between the dynamics 01" inclusion/exclusion of collective identities and
social sectors struggling to make ínroad into the public sphere (Bokser Liwerant
2009; 2013); between hierarchy und inclusion, elites and representation pro-
cesses, and elitist patterns and popular massive protest movernents: between
economic development and social cohesíon: along changing pararneters 01" the
public sphere and its alternative openness and closure. Challenges faced by
State of Law vis-a-vis energies channelled towards the nation state, populísm
and corporatísm (Honiger 2OC):.!.); renewed creation of authoritarian legacies;
unstable democracy building and prccesses of de-democratization; as well as
low institutional trust and violence have also nourished a legacy of institu-
tional weakness and its consequenl cumulative deficit when entering new
phases of globalization.
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The twentieth century draws a cornplex picture in which most Latin
American countries have experienced transition processes frorn authoritarian
bureaucratic regimes to systerns 01' dictatorial-military profile." In the three
decades that run from the rrüd-Fifties to the mid-Eighties, 14 Latín American
countries (out of 20) had rightist dictatorial/military governments.4 Although
in unequal terrns, this scenario changed when transitions to democratic poli ti-
cal institutionul governments took place (O'Donnell et al. 1988). Arnidst the
wide variety 01' national clrcumstances, Latin América, in its indisputable pro-
cess 01" dernocratic transition oscillated in contrudíctory ways between delega-
tive dernocracies and experiences of a new populism. Starting in the 1990S and
in the context of the transition processes, civilian governments of various
trends (from conservative to radical nationalists) were estahlished."

While cultural understanding influenced the different ways modernity
was built, 'classical' rnodern institutions do rnatter insular as they are cen-
tral to the construction of citizenship, pluralísrn and democracy. Thus, the
relevance of the ongoing discussion on the pararneters and margins 01' the
variation und the multiplicity of values and institutions that may guarantee
social criticisrn (reflexivity) and democratic integration. In this sense, the
region has to cope with incomplete uchievernents (Alexander 2(06) or,
worse still, the certainly harsh characterization as "mausoleum of rnoderni-
ties" (Whithead 20(2).

Furtherrnore, as Waissman has analyzed, dualism has deflned economy
and society. Economic liberalization has led to greater inequality and, in
sorne cases, greater poverty and unemployment. Social polarization inhib-
its the developrnent 01' civil society. This dualism is not based on segre-
ganen between modern and traditio nal regions. Rather, it consists 01' the
co-existence of groups with dífferent degrees 01' inclusion in labour and

:i The cases of authoritarian burocratíc regimes considercd by O'Donnell are Brazil aftcr 1964
and during 1966 to 1970;Chile after 1973and Argentina during 1976. Vid. Guillcrmo O'Donnell.
Modcrnizacián y autoritarismo (1972); David Collier, El nuevo autoriturismo en América Latina

(19!!:;)·
4 The countries are: Argentina (1976 andI983); I3razil (1904-1985); Bolivia (1971-1978 and 1997-

zooa): Chile (1973-1990); Ecuador (1972-1978); El Salvador (1979-19!!2); Guatemala (1954-
11.)86);Haití (11.)64-1990);Honduras (1972-1980); Nicaragua (1967-1979); Panarna (1968-1989);

Paraguay (19:;4-1989); I'eru (1968-1980) and Uruguay (1973-1985).
5 At the end of the first decade of the twenty-first ccruury, the population of Latin America

reached 550 million, 01" which 227 million livcd in countries delined as liberal or conserva-
tives, another :w8 million in the so-called Socialist/Europcan-style regimos. 63 million in
hard Socialist regimes and 52 million more in non-aligned rcgimes (Baldinelli 2009; Alcántara

1999; Dallanegra 2(08).
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a. Disjuncturc berwecn the formal and the illforlllal mies of the garnc

h. 'l'ensions and coruradictions between the processofincorporation of social
sectors into the public sphere and of protest rnovemeuts:

I . 'post-modcrn' and 'post-niaterialist' movements;
2. assertivc and aggressive, particuluristic, local:regional, ethnic culturul
autonomous movcmcnls, as wel! as various n'/igiollsjimdamcnlalisl and
reiiqious-communal ones

c. Elirist and populist parameters; corporatist pauerns and popular rnassive waves:
dernocrauzation and rcprcssion

d. Commitrnent to rcprcsentative dernocracy with low institutlonal trust,
disruplion of proccdural norrns, aurhorüarian closure and control of public spheres

c. Corporatíst articulation, clientelisrn and violence

1 Dísjuncture between I Economic liberaliza tion
The coexiste~ce of economic developrneru I Democratization

groups with dífferent and social cohesión Exogenous ideological influencesdegrees of ine/usion

1
Weakcned centralist tradition

in Social inSti!utionsJ Marginal civil 1 Strong civil Group organizatíons....by~rdinal criteria society sociery .Mobilízatíon defense ..

Ft G U R E 4 Tcnsions, disjuncturcs and contradictions: Conceptual tools

commodity rnarkets, as well as access to education, health ano social secu-
rity. The outcome has been:

[T]he generation of two peles, a strong civil society, very much Iike that
of establíshed dernocracíes, and a marginal one, susceptible to clientelís-
tic co-optation ano coercion. The first pole generates citizens, while the
second apathetic subjects prone lo short Iived instances of anomic acti-
vation, not sustainable beca use of the low capacity for autonomous orga-
nization among these strata.

WAISMAN 2002

Individually and collectively. polarization in the structure of opportunities
becomes more acute. Collective frameworks are diluted and new forms of
social cohesíon, less known, less deflned, less socially oriented ami closer
to a "dornestic sociability" appear (Lechner 20()Z). The social contracts that
gave birth to the protection of rnodern risks dio not always correspond
with the democratization processes and they did not respond to basic
premises of central modernity (Mancini 2(13). However, Domínguez
(2009). following Eisenstadt, underscores that the modern imaginary is as
Latinoamerican and perípheral as it is Western and central and c1aims the
multiple modernities code to approach the highly contradictory specifi-
cities and particular dynamics. Figure 4 further illustrates main axes of
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tensions, disjunctures ano contradíctíons along which modernlty has been
sought and built.

2

The construction and reconstruction of social spaces imply encounters with
different identificational/cuItural/polítical/geographical moments of rnoder-
nity and pose new realities and extended questions to the concept of multi-
pie modernities. For Latin América, these encounters certainly account for
the transition from an historical global immersion to a new insertion into
globalization.

Globalization processes have led to economíc, social. political ano cultural
changes that upset geographícal, territorial and temporal referents, without
which it would be impossible to think the structures and institutions, econo-
mies. social relations ami cultural spaces today. The concept acqulred multi-
pie meanings according to diverse theoretical approaches ano in relation to
their analytical scope and specífic focus on the variables of space and tírne."
A broad perspective points to different periods and moments of globalization
processes related to uneven developments over time (and in space). There are
certainly approaches that underlíne the fact that, during the last five hundred
years, increasingly dense and intense interactions brought by capitalist labour
rnarkets, commodity production ano the political expansion of the nation
state líe behind globalization. as do migrations. wars of conquest, flow of
cornmodltles, and ideas. As stated, Latin America's historical trajectory repre-
sents a pathway to globality as a result of the world's expansion and the exten-
sion of European dynamics. In the last decades, however, a new phase of
unprecedented globalization unfolds: trends are closely related and under-
score aspects 01" the same phenomenon; time and space cease to have the
same influence on the way in which social relations ami institutions are
structured; econornic, social and polítical arrangements depend neither on
dístance, nor on borders, nor do they have the same influence on the final
shaping of institutions and social relations. Consequently. social interaction
is organized and structured around the unity of the planet as the horizon

6 Although thcre is no agrcemcnt among scholars regarding its origins or its basic charactcris-
tics, thcre is a convergen! approach in identifying radical changes that upset spatial. tempo-
ral. geographical and/or territorial references, without which it would be impossiblc to think
of economíc, political, social and cultural relations in the contemporary world (Wallerstcin

1974;Waters 1995; Robertson 1992; Scholte 1998; Wieviorka 20°7).
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while there is an intensifying connectivity and/or compression 01' the world
(Robertson 1992; Scholte 1998,2(05). Eísenstadt conceived these radical trans-
formations as a "multi-civilizational reconfiguration of global modernity'
(zooga). He emphasized the:

[...] changing multi-civilizational political and cultural programs of
modernity, their institutional and cultural forrnations, their contestation
through new social movements in their postmodern, pragmatic or funda-
mentalist orientations, and the multiple experiences, perceptions and
legitimization 01' the global system and globality.

srOIlN 2011: 295

His analysis íocused on the way c1assical institutional orders face their
capacities restricted or modífied, while identities take shape along national
and transnational axes. Ethnic, national, and religious old and new
Diasporas have been likewise redefining their nature and scope on national
and world scenes. Contemporary changes are understood as a further stirn-
ulus to revisit ami rethink modernity and the various modernization pro-
grams and roads, as expressed in his second Research Program, focused on
the transformations derived from the dynamics of the global as networks 01'
social systems and their consequent new tensions (Kahavi, Lerner, Brayer-
Grab 2003).

For Latin America, the changing role of the State becomes crucíal, Whereas
Eisenstadt made sustained efforts not to use the concepts 01' society and nation
state interchangeably, contemporary reality exacerbated the concrete and con-
ceptual differentíatíon:

While the political centres 01' the nation and revolutionary states contin-
ued to constitute the major agencies of resource dístrlbution, as well as
very strong ami important actors in the rnajor international arenas, the
control 01' the nation state as the hegemonic centre - over its own eco-
nomic and polítical affairs - despite the continual strengthening of the
'technocratic' 'rational' secular policies in various arenas, be it in educa-
tion or family planning - was reduced. Many global, above all financial,
actors became very powerful.

EISENSTADT 2010A

The State, its powers, functions, spaces and territories where it perforrns have
indeed been radically transformed. It seems c1ear at this stage that, far from
what some hurried estimates maintained (Ohmae 1990; Fukuyama 1992),
states not only do not disappear but continue to be actors that have a decisive
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influence in many fields at national and international levels. They are even
considered among the most active and committed lorces 01" globalization.
Nonetheless, their sovereign status weakens in various fields: the sta te becornes
íncapable. for example, of regulating íinancial ami trade t1ows, property ami
authorship rights, universally sanctioned human rights ami other cross-border
economic, social and cultural transactíons. Likewise, the authority of the State
loses effectiveness in regulating and applying sanctions to International Non-
Governmental Organizations (INGO) and its relations to communities ami
identities that go beyond national borders are reconsidered, reconnecting the
Iinks between the local, the national and the global. The State thus loses regu-
latory capacíty in certain spheres while at the sume time strengthening its
intluence in others.

State sovereignty, accordíng to which states exercised supreme, cornprehen-
sive and exclusive control over their territory, is an historical category arising as
an organizing principie in the seventeenth century, In the context 01' globaliza-
tion, state apparatuses survive, grow, strengthen and penetrate new spheres of
society. On the other hand, sovereignty, as a suprerne and exclusive control,
ceases to operate because the State's regulatory capacity becornes eroded vis-
a-vis the emerging mechanisms 01' regulation and governance at global level
(Scholte 1998; Held 1995; Bokser Liwerant & Salas Porras 1999):

[States] also lost their centrality and serni-monopoly over the constitu-
tion of the international playgrounds and 01' the rules regulating them.
Above all, the ideological and symbolic centrality of the nation and revo-
lutionary states, their perception as the major bearers 01' the cultural pro-
gram 01' modernity, the basic frameworks of collectíve identity, and as the
principal regulator 01" the various secondary identities, beca me weakened
and they are certainly no longer closely connected with a distinct cultural
and civilizing programo

EISENSTADT 20091l

Thus, within the framework of globalization, sovereignty loses strength due to
the Iact that states must share the task of governing with international publíc
agencies and non-governmental, private and civic organizations. In parallel,
within their borders, they face new patterns of association among civil society,
as well as of politícal participation - individual and collective - and 01" build-
ing citizenship. These trends impose efforts at redefinition and specíficatíon
regarding the cornpetence of public and private dornains as well as the rela-
tions between civil society and the state. In view 01' the simultaneous and
contradictory trends 01" integration and reconfiguration currently affecting
national states, new possíbilities lar coexistence arise among its sectors,
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FI G U H E 5 Transformations, ambiquities and diverqences in contemporary Latin Amcrica

Latín Arnerica has experienced profound transformatíons in the scope and
nature of the region's díverse public spheres and their criteria for social inclu-
sion and rnernbership, as well as in in the political realm, the spaces a11(1
dynamics of identity building. As stated, such changes follow non-linear trends,
Figure :i seeks to account for, in a synthetic way, the diversity of processes. An
increasingly expansive force of dernocracy takes place arnidst global cycles 01'
economic críses, social conflicts and public víolence. Neo-liberal and grow-
ingly institutionalized regimes coexist with corporatist political forrns, popular
mobilization and plebiscitary democracy (Sznajder, Honiger & Forment 2(13).
The region has incorporated global sequences 01' political opportunítíes and
social contlicts in contradictory ways, as is evident in social transformation:
centralization and de-centralization; civic citizenship and ethnic allegiances;
collective affirmation and individualization of rights. The region's changing
reality reflects, as well, its recessions, regressions, and reconfiguratíons. It is
certainly pertinent to underscore the relevance'of the Third Wave of dernocra-
tization processes - ami especially the Latin American experiences we referred
to - had on Eísenstadt's transition from a post-traditional forrnulation to his
conceptualization of multiple modernities one (Fisher 2(11).7

7 Fisher refers lo a second influential refcrent of this conceptual transition: Eric Vocgclin's
insight of the Orthodox religious character of modcrn political ideologíes.
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Indeed, as Eisenstadt asserts,

[... ] under the impact of intensive globalízatíon processes, far-reachíng
changes concomitantly developed in the constitution of many social
boundaries - weakening ami diversifying hitherto hegemonic collectíví-
ties and social arenas; and the crystallization of new cultural and social
identities that transcend existing political and cultural boundaries: the
closely related reconstitution of the place ofterritoriality in the structur-
ing of social roles and of collective identities ami the decoupling 01' the
hitherto predominant relations between local and global frarneworks.

EISENSTADT, 20JOIl: 27

Thus, as a result 01' increasingly intense cross-border interaction, diverse
groups, communities ancl/or classes adopt identities and loyalties over and
above national sentiments, Such is the case with new social movernents, me m-
bers of the corporate elite, epistemic cornrnunities, migrants, Diasporus and
ethnic groups that place various values (economic growth, hurnan rights
including those of women and minorities) ahove sovereignty and even self-
deterrnination. At the sarne time, globalization encourages and strengthens
local, ethnic and indigenous identities, as epitomized by the Zapatísta rnove-
ment in the southeustern state of Chiapas in the early 1990s. This juncture
opened and enhanced a diversified scenario certainly preceded and paralleled
by new processes and trends. Its c1aims for recognition ami its emphasis on
cultural diversity broadened an ongoing díscussíon on the nexus between cul-
ture, society, and politics: a dialogue on the basis of which minority groups
could gain legitirnacy, Theoretical and practical divergences spilled over into
the logic of assimilationist integration, which was profoundly questioned.
México as 'a nation of nations' confronted the need to consider ítself through
a perspective of diversity that would encornpass local and regional perspec-
tives, its indigenous peoples ami its various ethnic groups (Bokser Liwerant
200g; 201:1).By challenging the State as the vertex that produced symbolic
resources and cultural identities, an increasingly differentiating nation sought
an opportunity to become publicly visible given the changing coordinates of
the public sphere. Zapatistas engaged in a struggle over the detinition of the
public good, both national and transnational, in a cal! for the creation of a new
civil socíety The idea of many cultures draws away from the recurrent search
for an essentialist 'soul' or national character and instead leads to a reconfigu-
ration of the national as a legitimating myth (Menéndez Carrión 20OJ;Lomnitz
1992). However, the ethnic reviva] enhanced an essentialist idea of culture as
the property 01' an ethnic group, overemphasizing the internal homogeneity:
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the Manifesto Zapatísta attirmed that dernocracy would come when the cul-
ture 01' the nation is refashioned fmm the perspective 01' indigenous people
(First and Second Declaration 01'the Selva Lacandona, 199:'¡.1994).

Implications on national identities and dynamics 01' social integration
are strongly felt, as well as its effect on the redefinitíon 01'membership criteria.
Intertwined with the cornplex and differentiated historical trajectory of Latin
America, public spheres and democratic spaces are highly fragrnented. Con-
tinuity. varíability and changeability define the broad contours of this trajec-
tory. Latin American citizens were the first in the modern West that t~Iiled in
their attempt to reconcile social equality with cultural differences, provoking
socio-ethnic fissures in the continent's publíc life (Forment 20(3). Contem-
porary rouds towards recognition of dífference, a new identity polítícs ami the
emphasis on heterogeneity act as substratum that seeks to enhance pluralísrn.
"Struggles for recognition" (Fraser & Honneth 2003) and "identity/difference
movernents" (Chambers 2(08) signal a new political imaginary that propels
identity issues to the forefront of the public political discourse in the broadest
sense. Elective and civic honds coexist with ethnic and/ur relígíous attiliations.
linking índividuals, communities and larger societies in unprecedented ways.
Regional and global processes interact. In the current conditions, índividuals,
nerworks, groups, goods, commodities and cultural circuits transcend national
borders. Transnational scenarios unleash and account for continuous und
intense interactions between communal ami social. global ami local. national
and transnational levels. Ethnic, national, ami religious old and new move-
ments and Diasporas have been likewise redefiníng their nature and scope on
national and world scenes, The recovery and even resurgence 01'the concept of
Diáspora and the emergence 01' tmnsnationalism as an analytical approach
can be used productively to study central questions 01' social change. While
older notions of Diáspora concern mainly torced díspersal, today this concept
covers diverse groups such as migrants. expatriates, refugees and displuced
peoples, temporary mígrant workers, groups of exiles, or ethnic communi-
ties (Eisenstadt 201Ob; Baubock & Faist 2010; Nonini 2005; Brubaker 20()!'i).H
Conternporary approuches gradually point to the dynamics both of collective
identities that Eisenstadt so well understood and broadened the concept 01'
return to ínclude old-new dynamics of interactions ami interconnectedness.

f! The research on Diaspora, despite its potential incliseriminate use 01' thc term, has high-
lightcd three esscntial cornponents: a) dispersion 01' its mcrnbers: b) orienlation toward an
cthno-national centre, real or imaginary. considered to be a homcland; and e) host country
maintenanec 01'the group's cthno-eultural borders (Cohcn 2008; O'Haire 2008; Brenner 2008;

Esman 2009).
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Moreover, in its full pararneters, the national and transnational dimensions
ínteract, shíft and overlap, In this sense, transnationalism has focused mainly
on more recent migration movements. While it has emphasized hybridity over
distinctiveness and border maintenance (over border erosion) as a key cha-
racteristic it should be conceived as an analytical angle that complements
and apprehends the current transformation of Diasporas, Transnationalism
ernbraces a variety of multifaceted social relations that are both ernbedded in
and transcend nation states; cross-cutting socio-politícal, territorial. and cul-
tural borders bringing to the multiplicity. plurahzatíon, and diversífication of
semantic-ideological ami institutional connections between major arenas 01'
life (Ben HataeI2OJ:~; Bokser Liwerant 2(14).

Certainly. the state-cívil society equation becomes the prominent venue for
continuous interactions between individuals and their cornrnunities, between
national and transnational spheres and particular identities. between inclu-
sion and exdusion processes that constitute the most significant ambiguities
around contemporary dernocratization. Strong and persistent trends of mate-
rial and symbolic exclusion parallel the search for inclusive political forrns,
thus hindering democracy itself. It certainly interacts with the dualism it has
marked societies and with new trends of fragmentation (Álvarez & Mejorada
2006; Waisman 2(02).

Globalization processes and their multidimensional and contradictory
impact are expressed both in increasingly inclusive public spheres and sus-
tained mígratory processes. Emigration is a global phenomenon of unexpected
scope - world stock migration having grown from 7!'imillion in 1965 to ISO mil-
lion in 1990. 175 million in 2000 and 232 mili ion in 2013. The United Nations
identífied :-17million Latin Arnericans living outside the region in 2013; 11mil-
[ion more than in 2000. Latin America is a relevant case for the global scenario
01' international migration that has become more rnassive and diversified
(Durand 2010; ONU 201:'¡).

During the 1970S.violence and authoritarianism in the region determined
regional and international emigration and political exíle, especially in the
Southern Cone; a decude later, re-dernocratization was a pul! factor for exiles to
return to their hornelands, However, in the late 1980s and early 1990s. the corn-
bination of economic crises, political uncertainties and security problerns
again pushed the region into a global ínternatíonal migration pattern. This ten-
dency has expanded, though interrnittently, since the 1990S. The last phases of
accelerated globalization processes have witnessed significant increases in the
number of Latin American mígrants, Diversified mígratíon waves reflect and
create diverse paths - territorial, cultural. sub-ethnic - and social experiences
in unequal terms (Zlotnick 1999; Castles 20(0). Following the "new economics
of labour rnigration" (Stark 1991). population movements cannot be explained
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only by incorne differences between two countries, but also by additional fac-
tors such as secure employment, availability of capital for entrepreneurial
activities and the need to manage risk over long periods. However, the reality
01"segmented labour markets seems to betterdescribe the bifurcation of migra-
tion today, The twofold pattern points to an increasing migration of marginal
sectors; mainly non-skilled workers and peasants that lack formal education.

At the sarne time, there ís a sustained increment in the population of qualí-
fied labour, including professíonals, scientísts and entrepreneurial sectors. A
close look points to this trend. In 2008, migrants with 12years or more of edu-
cation represented nine per cent of the total migration to the United States,
while in 2012 this figure reached 30 per cent (BBVA 2013:32); 33 per cent 01" the
Mexican populatíon with a PhD elegree inhabits the us (Olivares Alonso 201:~).

Mexico is characterized by exceptionally high migration f1uxes; close to 10.5

per cent 01" its total population live outside the country. It is estimateel that 11.7

million migrants born in Mexico live in the United States. According to us
sources, by the end 01" the 1990S, the yearly net migratíon rate of Mexicans
peaked at over 500,000 individuals, on average. Out of the total Hispanic popu-
lation living in the us (almost 50 million), more than 30 million has Mexican
origins.? From the approximately 11.5 million undocumenteel migrants in the
us, 6.5 million are Mexican, representíng g- percentofthe total. Undocumenteel
migrants frorn other Latín American countries represent an additional 24-26

per cent (Durand 201O).H'

Mígratíon causes social transforrnations in both migrant-sending and
receiving countries (Castles 2(00). It becomes a multi-Ievel and diversified
process encompassing movements that are steaely - as are the more traelitional
waves of migration - as well as repeated and circular, bí-local or multí-local
anel also instances of return. Multiple relocatíons and the emergence 01" trans-
migrants generate diversified interactions as well as the exchange of economic

9 el: Pew Hispanic Center last decade data, evaluated based on sclf-descríbed family ances-
try or place of birth. http://pewhispanic.org/.

10 If we refer briefly to the south, Argentina, an historical hub 01' irnmigratíon became a
country 01' emigration and exile. Data about the rnigratíon phenomenon are not very pre·
cise. According 10 the National Division of Migration, in 2007, therc were approximately
1.053.000 Argentinians residing abroad (Hesolution 452/2007, Ministry 01' Interior). The
Organization of International Migration estimates the number to be, 971.098, which rep'
resents 2-4 per cent of the total population of rhe country (OIT 2012). In fact, Pellegrino
(2003) suggests that worries about international emigmtion resulted from its qualitative
aspects, mainly associated with the híghly qualified population that left the country who
had high educationallevels, a strong presence of professionals and individuals with techo
nical specializations.
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and social resources, cultural narratives, practices and symbols between soci-
eties thereby creating anel redefining associational frameworks and ethnic,
religious and national identities (Glick Schiller et al. 1995; Castles 2000).

A sort of contraelictory process, entailíng the emergence of interconnected-
unified mental and relational space, contributes to diminishing the irnpact 01"
physícal dispersal while the tension between the universal-particular and
global-local axes persists anel even reaches acute ton es. Global spaces give a
new density to the close and specífic, the characteristic ami particular, and
encourage the building of collective ielentities on instítutional bases, spaces
and frameworks that are radically different from those previously consielered
by social theory.

While the conceptual development of religion has been central in Eísenstadt's
work, I here unelerscore his emphasis on the religious dimension of trans-
national movements. Indeed, religion has assumeel a growing public role and
visibility arnídst secularization processes. Religious traditions have gaineel a
new publíc relevance, as a result of their interaction with social movements
and public agencies and by their claim to a new sort of interaction hetween
private anel puhlic morality (Casanova 1994).

He observed virtual transnational religious identities ami belongings as well
as their interaction with ethnic communities (including new Diasporic ones)
as one of the most important developments in the contemporary global scene.
Diverse contradictory trends have helpecl the revival of ethnic identities in
many communities precisely through the return to religion and religious
mythologies.!' The ethnic-religious revival is to be founcl not only in non-West-
ern contexts in the face of fear of the Western influx 01" globalization, hut also
in the West as well as Westernizeel contexts: in Arnerica as well as in japan,
Poland, Ireland and Mexico.

Thus, the resurgence of religions often connected with ethnic cornponents
become central to protagonists 01" the political arenas anel pivotal elements 01"
collective ielentities. "Such transposition did not however entail a simple return
of some traditional forrns of religious organizations, authority or practices but

11 The re-appropriation of an ethnic past has helped to advance a religious reviva], which
can bc seen in the return of secular Muslims to Islam in Bosnia; in the interaction betwccn
Islam ami Hinduism on the Indian subcontinent: in the retum to nationalist Orthodoxy
in Russia; and in the presencc of Islamic movements among Islamic cornmunities in the
West. AII these cases are related to the intensification of ethnic identity among embattled
ethnic communities in the midst of what is perceived and felt to be an alien environment

(Smith 1995).
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rather U lar-reaching reconstitution 01' the religious components in the overall
cultural and institutional forrnations" (Eisenstadt 201Ob: 22).

Eisenstadt further stresses that in parallel to the contraction 01' c1assical
institutional capacítíes, new social alternatives overlap processes of individu-
alization that broaden available options and decisions in contexts 01' social
action that transcend the nation state, which does not require or expresses
instrumental rationality (Cf Figure 6). This sort of social deregulation means
that individuals may cease to structure their collective action along ordered
known patterns.

According to Eisenstadt, the current situation is one 01' growing globallzu-
tion and, at the same time, u new differentiation of regional societies. lndeed,
Latin American has been a fertile terrain for theoretical and practical models
01' development (modernization, dependency, world systems and globalizu-
tion) (Vid. Reyes 2001; Kacowicz 200g; Korzeniewicz & Smith 20(0). Since 1960,
the regio n has becorne u huge laboratory: from economic stability unparalleled
in that decade - due to the model of'inward growth; 'stahílízing development'
or 'ímport substitution industrialization' (ISI) to the explosion of the external
debt during the Seventies, and into the difficult era of the Eighties, character-
ized by policies of economic adjustrnents (devaluations and inflation) and the
rise 01' unemployment and social dislocations that led to higher rates 01' pov-
erty and social protest. From there, it was outlined, in the following decade the
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national burnps into u stage 01' macroeconomic growth, continuity 01' struc-
tural adjustrnent, receiving external financial ílows and control 01' intlation.
Subsequently, it was not possible for a phase 01' macroeconomic growth, sus-
tained structural adjustments, f1uxes 01' foreign capital and int1ution control to
take place outside the disruptive recurrence 01' profound crises. The links and
interactions between Iíberalízatíon, democratization and crises were marked
by contradictíons and disjunctures.

Recent research highlights that in Latin America the "unfulfilled promises
01' Modemíry" are increasingly addressed through the farnily, social networks
and communal instances and less through formal institutions, precísely as part
01' the prevailing arrangements and in spite of a sustained process 01' social
intervention (Mancini 2013; Lechner 2002). The research expresses the weak-
ening of defined life cycles, the changes in the boundaries 01' farnily, commu-
nity and spatial/social organizations and the redefinition 01' social roles (in
particular 01' the occupational and citizenship role cluster). One 01' the sus-
tained paradoxes in the region is precísely that the increase in the complexity
and functional differentiation 01' societies (though weak, in process) takes
place not instead of but following the rhythm 01' the traditional patterns 01'
social formation.

This particular process of traditional índividualization - associated with u
familiarist conception 01' welfare - would enhance an informal approach to
the uncertainties 01' modernity. Thus, traditional patterns may be generators or
minimizers of the impact of risks, as a key perspective to modern institutional
and cultural (civilizational) constellatíons." It is indeed related to the diverse
lines 01' continuity and change displayed by multiple modernities: it points to
the limits ofa determinist binomial modernizution-differentiation. Particularly
important dynamics 01' functional differentiation develop arnidst social and
cultural traditional practices.

In fact, it also points to the coupling between structural and dynamic
inequalitíes, which defines new links between social rísk, inequalities and wel-
fare regimes in Latín América, while drawing increased social complexity and
uncertainty. (Mancini 2015). As indicated, the pathways that social and eco-
nomic transforrnations huye followed in the region have redefined the princi-
pies 01' protection 01' social risks and its three main sources: State, famíly and
market. Three processes outlined by Eisenstadt are displayed in Latin America:
the loss of centrality by the nution state; the diversification of social categories;
and a qualitative transformatíon of collective representation (Figure 6). le in

12 Thus, qucstioning approaches that consider that risks start where tradition cnds (reflcx-

ive sociology).
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the past, it was possible to guarantee collective agreements it was partially due
to the relative homogeneity of social categories, to the centralíty of the State
(also as symbolic referent 01" social cohesion) and the presence 01" these prin-
cipIes in uniform collectivities with capacity tu express their demands and
engage in social action. The economic consensus and the agreement to regu-
late social relations inside the national frontiers have been fractured and so the
organizational rules that frame social functions become flexible. The changing
models of economic development interacted in equally contradictory wuys
with the polítical cycles and upheavals previously referred to (Esping Andersen
1989; Waisman 2002).

Contemporary Latín America faces the real and explanatory limits of tradi-
tíonal social categoríes and classical híerarchíes (class structures, occupatíonal
structure) to explain the new ways an inner díversífied and increasingly uncer-
tain social stratíficatíon system ís built today. Thus, processes assocíated with
individualization, social uncertainty, transitional and ephemeral occupational
status, reduction of social protection become new mechanisms of individual
social ínequality, which, due to their structural origin and its consequences,
transcend the individual dimensión and become factors of social reproduction
(Beck 1998; Giddens 2002; Eisenstadt 20100; Mancini 2(15). The risk of social
exclusion becomes extended and cuts diverse social strata that are, conversely,
highly heterogeneous in their inner composition.

Finally, it cannot be denied that close to the emergence of new forrns 01"
representation. we are witnessing a process of growing expansion of interest in
citizenry, a 'return of the citizen' in which a plurality 01" approaches coincide
(Kymlicka & Wayne 1995; Kymlicka 1996). Perspectives oscillate berween those
who, in effect, emphasize the weakening of politics as a result of varying losses
of credíbiiíty, representativity, and citizen participation (and its equívalent in
communitarian sectors, understood as public orders). versus those who stress
their revitalization, derived from a renewed interest in reconstituting the
sphere of politics with new forrns and new players. Thus, on the one hand, an
over-exhaustion of politics takes shape: a lack of credibility regarding the
performance of government figures and public institutions that is expressed
through the uncertainty of citizens who do not see themselves retlected in tra-
ditional political players (Przeworski 1998); or a minimization of politics,
expressed by the dísplacernent of citizens' demands toward the social sphere,
which would jibe with the vision of a growing 'privatization' of a citizenry that
is no longer anchored in shared representations that are strictly universal and
inclusive, but rather in dífferences, particularities, and fractures (Lechner 1997;
Bokser 2(02). On the other hand, emphasis is placed on the renewed vigour
with which politics is taking shape in light of the broad horizon of the public
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sphere and its redimensioning as the field and space where the causeways and
modalities of collective coexistence are defined. Together with the recognition
of social diversity, the approach that vindicates, within the framework of polít-
ical pluralísm, the solidity of institutions and their efticiency (while remaining
anchored in the participation and creation of citizen consensus) is reinforced.
Latin America, in turn, would be constrained by the need to overcome historie
gaps and lack of convergence hetween politics and other dimensions, specifi-
cally economics, which has given rise to a serious dernocratíc deficit in pro-
cesses 01' collective retlection and deliberation (Alarcón 1999)·

The re-emergence 01' the concept 01' citizenship can also be seen as an
atternpt to integrate the demands ofjustice, in direct reference to the concept
of individual rights, with those of community belonging, derived from phe-
nornena associated with the rearticulation of collective identities, the ratio-
nale ofjustice, and the I"eeling of belonging to a specific community (Cortina
1997)·

The possibility 01' bringing together both vectors remits us, in turn, to the
recognition and feasibility 01" minorities and Diasporas displaying their collec-
tive dimension in the public sphere.

Axes of continuity and variability both structural and cultural overlap in
new ways outlining traces and tendencies towards complexity and heteroge-
neity of Latín American societies and political praxis; the symbolic, cultural
and institutional variability 01" the diverse configurations of modernity in the
regio n reaffirms the potentialities of the Multiple Modernities conception.
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tive dimension in the public sphere.

Axes of continuity and variability both structural and cultural overlap in
new ways outlining traces and tendencies towards complexity and heteroge-
neity of Latín American societies and political praxis; the symbolic, cultural
and institutional variability 01" the diverse configurations of modernity in the
regio n reaffirms the potentialities of the Multiple Modernities conception.
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